
The artist Sonia Gomes (photo by Ana Pigosso, image courtesy Pace Gallery)The Black Brazilian artist Sonia Gomes may have bloomed late, but sheâ€™s been making things ever since she can recall. Born in 1948, in
CaetanÃ³polis, Minas Gerais, Gomes entered the Guignard University of Art, in Belo Horizonte, in 1994, already in her mid 40s, after giving up a career in law. But as an adolescent in Minas, a state famous for textiles,
Gomes admired African dance and clothing. Gomes has said in interviews that her wearing of wraps and necklaces inspired a teacher to once call her a â€œwalking installation.â€• Itâ€™s a fitting description for this
prodigious artist, whose practice stems from joining two passions: one for the bodyâ€™s elemental power, as the seat of spirit and memory; the other for fabrics, with their malleabilityÂ and animistic
force.Gomes&#8217;s first show in New York, opening on September 3 at Pace Gallery&#8217;s East Hampton outpost, brings together five of her works,Â  alongside nine abstract oil paintings by the Brazilian artist
Marina Perez SimÃ£o, and one collaborative work.Sonia Gomes, Untitled (2020), from A vida naÌƒo me assusta (Life Does Not Scare Me), wire, fabric, thread, and stone, 7 1/8 Ã— 9 1/8 Ã— 11 3/4 inches (Â© Sonia
Gomes, courtesy Pace Gallery)Gomesâ€™s works in fabric seduce with their vibrant colors, intricate patterns, and organic forms. Strangers often leave clothes and boxes with fabrics that they canâ€™t bear to throw out
at the artistâ€™s atelier in SÃ£o Paulo, such as an antique wedding gown. Gomes then weaves these donations, and other cloths she scavenges at street fairs, into her installations. She knots and twists the fabrics, at
times also incorporating other materials, such as wood or wire.Sonia Gomesâ€™s work on view in Still I Rise at the Museum of Modern Art SÃ£o Paulo (MASP), 2018 (photo by Margaret Adams for Hyperallergic)In
exhibitions, Gomes installs pieces on walls, but sometimes also on the floor and hung from the ceiling, creating a maze for visitors to traverse with their bodies. In this sense, thereâ€™s a spatial element to her work â€”
another way of draping, or weaving vantage points. This was the case with Gomesâ€™s solo exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in SÃ£o Paulo (MASP), in 2018 â€” the first such show given to a Black Brazilian
female artist since the institution&#8217;s founding in 1947. In it, Gomes also incorporated tree trunks and branches. The malleable fabrics thus sprung around and complemented the rigidity of the organic matter.There is
also a more somber aspect to Gomesâ€™s work. The tendrils she creates can paradoxically seem sturdier, less pliant, when bound tightly as ropes. In some pieces, such as Memory (2004), fragments of cloth are
stitched into a tarnished map, or a mantle.Â As noted by the Brazilian art critic and curator, Alexandre AraÃºjo Bispo, such fragments, strung and mingled as if on a clothesline, point to the absence of bodies, as much as
they celebrate the bodies&#8217; passage. In a sense then, the clothes are haunted, and haunting. And yet, ArÃ¡ujo Bispo feels that the essence of Gomes&#8217;s work, is not sadness (&#8230;) but the desire that
things continue to exist, in a new body.Sonia Gomes, VoÌ‚o (2014), moorings and different fabrics on wire, 39-3/8 Ã— 39-3/8 Ã— 23- 5/8 inches (Â© Sonia Gomes, image courtesy Pace Gallery)In recent shows, at
Mendes Wood DM gallery, in SÃ£o Paulo, and presently at PaceÂ â€” the galleries that represent Gomes in Latin and North America, respectively, in addition to Blum &amp; Poe, in Los AngelesÂ â€” some of the works
Gomes has presented are gaiolas, or bird cages. These colorful mixed-media objects, such as VÃ´o (literally translated to Flight, 2014), soon to be on view at Pace, are full of life. They evoke resilience, as in the case of
another cage exhibited at Pace: Untitled, from the series, Life Does Not Scare Me (2020). The exuberance of these works, however, is offset by the claustrophobia of the cage enclosures. At its most symbolic, this tension
feels political, evoking the creative genius of Afro-Brazilians amid centuries of governmental repression, while also hinting at Brazilâ€™s history of slavery. In some instances, when the cages are dented or cracked, they
hint at a powerful force breaking out, the cage itself a haunting remnant of captivity.When thinking about Gomesâ€™s mantles, itâ€™s impossible not to mention the Black Brazilian artist Arthur Bispo do RosÃ¢rio who
also produced such objects. Only recognized for his work after his death, do RosÃ¢rio spent most of his adult life in a psychiatric institution. â€œ[Perhaps] more genius than a madman,â€• as Gomes has characterized
him, do RosÃ¢rioâ€™s mysticism was a source of his bewildering creativity. One could argue that his art points, inversely, to our own ageâ€™s rapid secularization, and the exclusion of the mystical experience from the
realm of our immediate concern. In Gomesâ€™s work, this concern returns, not as the Christian sacral, but as a cosmic practice, linking ancestry to the present, the singular to the communal, the body to the Afro-Brazilian
rituals.Sonia Gomes, Untitled (2020), from Circulares series, drawing, collage and mixed media on cotton paper, 39 3/8 x 25 5/8 (Â© Sonia Gomes, image courtesy Pace Gallery)In this sense, although Gomesâ€™s
works resonate with such contemporary Brazilian women artists as Leda Catunda, or even Lygia Pape, the former&#8217;s spirit of found-object assemblage also draws her work close to Marepe, another Brazilian artist
from Minas.Â Meanwhile, her work&#8217;s affinity for fabrics recalls the work of artists such as Ibrahim Mahama and El Anatsui, both from Ghana.GomesÂ often speaks out about the tremendous obstacles and
marginalization that Black Brazilians face when entering the art market, as well as the fact that the art world has yet to fully recognize the importance of cultural institutions such as the Museu Afro Brasil, in SÃ£o Paulo.
She also points outÂ that racial quotas are necessary in a country such as Brazil, where â€œthe debt to Black people is huge.â€• This sense of debt â€” of belated recognition â€” echoes in Gomesâ€™s own career: She
was first championed not by a gallery but by an antiques and crafts store, Sandra &amp; MÃ¡rcio Objetos de Arte, in Belo Horizonte. Gomesâ€™s first show at Thomas Cohn Gallery, in SÃ£o Paulo, drew relatively little
attention. It wasnâ€™t until more recently, when the influential, late Nigerian curator Okwui Enwezor invited Gomes to show at the Venice Biennial in 2015, that she finally, and rightfully, arrived.Sonia Gomes / Marina
Perez SimÃ£o will be on view September 3â€“27 at Pace Gallery East Hampton (68 Park Place, East Hampton, NY). On September 10, Pace will host the Zoom panel, â€œOf Seams and Stories: The Art of Sonia
Gomes,â€• featuring curators Vivian Crockett, Fabiana Lopes, Gabriel PÃ©rez-Barreiro, and Keyna Eleison in a conversation moderated by MichaÃ«la Mohrmann. More details here.Â   A digital drawing by Lorelei
Rodriguez (image courtesy the artist and Abrons Arts Center)â€œWho knew that 30 would feel like a better version of 15?â€•While Iâ€™m guessing the juryâ€™s out on that one for many jaded 30 and 15-year-olds
alike, the calm surmising of Lorelei Rodriguez inevitably invites a chuckle. Such deadpan, yet somehow earnestly odd one-liners abound in Art is Easy, the Twitch stream-cum-live-drawing-show hosted by the New
York-based artist, comedian, and writer. With their monthly variety show Not Dead YetÂ on hiatus due to the pandemic, Ramirezâ€™s current platform offers them a way to continue using their â€œcomedy brain and
production brain,â€• as they told theÂ New York Times, all the while inviting viewers to tune in for a mix of cathartic comedy and Photoshop draw-alongs aimed at making the shit show weâ€™re all currently waist-deep in
feel just a bit more bearable.Case in point, in a mid-August edition, Ramirezâ€™s image sits framed on either side by a milky galaxy and a rotating array of bizarrely satisfying to behold Photoshop illustrations. A recent
work-in-progress, pictured above, sports exceptionally buff renderings of Ruth Bader Ginsberg and Bernie Sanders, while the revered trans activist Miss Major lounges in the foreground at the base of a waterfall. Itâ€™s
unclear what relationship anyÂ of them have to each other in this tableaux, or to the weed-shirt wearing Gnome in the middle ground, but Iâ€™m honestly not mad at any of it. â€œToday letâ€™s just process something
together â€” or not, or totally escape,â€• Ramirez intones, inviting viewers to travel elsewhere internally as they fill in the lush tropical background of the digital drawing. Sign me up.Later this month, Ramirez will invite
fellow comics Karen Chee (Late Night with Seth Myers), Bowen Yang and Julio Torres (both of Saturday Night Live), and chat room host Charlie Markbreiter for a special edition of Art is EasyÂ in honor of Citizenship Day,
an annual holiday which commemorates both the 1787 signing of the US constitution and the efforts of those who have attained US citizenship. The show will be co-presented by New American Economy and Abrons Arts
Center, as part of the fall 2020 season co-curated by Abronsâ€™s Craig Peterson and Ali Rosa-Salas.As the news cycle turns grimmer and grimmer, particularly in relationÂ to immigration, the stated aim of collectively
imagining â€œa future where they can live out their deepest desires while addressing current societal traumasâ€• sounds like a tall order but at this rate, itâ€™s safe to say Iâ€™m intrigued by the promise of some
much-needed catharsis. After all, whenâ€™s the last time you laughed these days?When: September 17, 7pm EDTWhere: TwitchNote: ASL interpretation and closed captioning will be provided for this event. See Abrons
Arts Center for more info.Â   Left: Warren Wilson College, MA Critical Craft Studies | Right: Cannupa Hanska Luger, Center for Craft 2020 Craft Research Fund Artist Fellow, working on his MMIWQT Bead Project in a
Red Shawl Society Solidarity Action at the Institute of American Indian Arts, Santa Fe, NM, 2018 (photo by LeRoy Grafe)Scholars, organizations, curators, graduate students, and artists working in the field of craft are
invited to apply to opportunities from the Craft Research Fund. Administered by the Center for Craft, these grants support craft-centered research, exhibitions, catalogs, and projects in the United States.Artist Fellowship
â€” Awards of $20,000 will be provided to advance and support the creation of new research and knowledge through craft practice. This fellowship expands the definition of â€œresearchâ€• by making funds available to
mid-career artists to conduct research via their craft practice.Exhibition Grant â€” Grants up to $15,000 will be awarded to exhibitions that support scholarly craft research in the United States. Examples of ideal applicants
include museums or independent curators aiming to contribute to the historical and present-day context of American craft through exhibitions.Graduate Grant â€” Up to $5,000 will be awarded to currently enrolled
masterâ€™s students pursuing thesis research related to US craft history or theory. Examples include research in a historic or current craft context, expanding upon the understanding of craft and technology, contributions
to the history of craft, or other topics that offer fresh perspectives within the field.Project Grant â€” Up to $15,000 in grants will be awarded to projects expanding upon the historic or current context of the studio craft
movement in the US. Examples include educational projects, publications, travel, community projects, and other topics that offer fresh perspectives within the field.Visit the links above to learn more about each
opportunity, or check out centerforcraft.org.Questions about the Craft Research Fund? Get in touch by emailing grants@centerforcraft.org.  Google logo (CourtesyÂ Google)Google has rolled out a new feature that may
make it easier for publishers, photographers, and artists to license their work. The Licensable badge, which now appears as a small banner that hovers over an image thumbnail in Google search results, indicates any
photograph that can be licensed (that is, purchased rather than freely used).Image creators and owners can specify license information by adding structured data or IPTC photo metadata to each licensable image on their
website as detailed in Google&#8217;s Developer Help Page.Â Clicking on an image with a badge will pull up credit, copyright, and creator information as well as a link to license the photo, if provided by the
owner.Alongside the new badge, Google has also unveiled a filter to search specifically for images that have licensing information. Under the Usage Rights dropdown menu on Google Images, users can now choose to
view all,â€• â€œCreative Commons licenses,â€• or â€œcommercial &amp; other licenses.â€•The tech giant says
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